105-106 HUMAN ECOLOGY COMPUTER LAB

105 LEGEND
21 PC PENTIUM COMPUTER
10 OH OVERHEAD PROJECTOR
20 WB WHITE BOARD
W WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE STATION
NB NETWORK BOX
PS PROJECTION SCREEN
4 3’-6” X 2’ TABLE WITH KEYBOARD TRAY
16 4’ X 2’ TABLE WITH KEYBOARD TRAY
INSTRUCTOR TECH CART
INSTRUCTOR STOOL
SLP SELF SERVE LASER PRINTER
BUD BOX

106 LEGEND
21 PC PERSONAL COMPUTER
10 OH OVERHEAD PROJECTOR
20 WB WHITE BOARD
W WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE STATION
PS PROJECTION SCREEN
20 ERGONOMIC CHAIR
4 3’-6” X 2’ TABLE WITH KEYBOARD TRAY
16 4’ X 2’ TABLE WITH KEYBOARD TRAY
INSTRUCTOR TECH CART
INSTRUCTOR STOOL
SLP SELF SERVE LASER PRINTER (WITH TABLOID)
BUD BOX

* TOTAL 1,314 SQUARE FEET 105-106
626 SQUARE FEET 105
688 SQUARE FEET 106
* WHEN FOLDING WALL IS OPEN, MASTER CART PCI
  CONTROLS MEDIA IN LAB
* AIR CONDITIONED
* CEILING MOUNTED DATA PROJECTOR IN EACH ROOM
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